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Nasty File Remover removes useless files, that have been left behind after a system update
and uninstall of graphic drivers, be they Nvidia, ATI, Matrox, Creative or S3. It's easy to use
and requires no specialist knowledge to run. Trying to install a new graphic card driver, can
be a tricky task, because it might leave traces behind that can affect the whole system.
Nasty File Remover is a simple utility designed to remove the leftovers after the removal of
graphic card drivers, be they Nvidia, ATI, Matrox, Creative or S3. The application has been
developed as a wizard, so in order to take advantage of its features it's enough to follow a
few steps. This comes in handy, as it prevents you from removing files that can further
damage your system. What's new: Version 1.5 Minor bugfixes Nasty File Remover
Downloads: Like it? Share with your friends! Other Windows Software of Developer «Loek
Software»: LinkWise is a freeware tool that can be used to quickly search, organize, and
create hyperlinks within a document or web page. Links are stored and managed from
within a central location, and can be easily searched or deleted. Links can be organized into
categories, making it easy to link to a group of related pages. Supports both web and email
based links. Support for IMAP mail accounts, access by multiple users, and read only
access. The Top 200 Links analyzer can be used to find the most important pages of your
website in just one click. It uses sophisticated algorithms to discover which pages are most
popular, and which page visitors tend to click. LinkWise is a freeware tool that can be used
to quickly search, organize, and create hyperlinks within a document or web page. Links are
stored and managed from within a central location, and can be easily searched or deleted.
Links can be organized into categories, making it easy to link to a group of related pages.
Supports both web and email based links. Support for IMAP mail accounts, access by
multiple users, and read only access. The Top 200 Links analyzer can be used to find the
most important pages of your website in just one click. It uses sophisticated algorithms to
discover which pages are most popular, and which page visitors tend to click. LinkWise is a
freeware tool that can be used to quickly search, organize
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What's New in the?

Sick of all the messy and unnecessary icons, pictures, songs, videos, and other files that you
have no use for on your PC? Then Nasty File Remover will help you remove all those cruft,
and much more. This Clean-Up Utility was developed to be a helpful and friendly
application. It works flawlessly on Windows 95/98/ME/NT/2000/XP. It even works with
Windows CE, Palm OS, and OS/2! What is this cool app capable of? It automatically detects
and removes old un-needed files. And, unlike other applications, it also enables you to
remove old files from your system that even can cause your system to malfunction. Also, the
application creates uninstallation files which can be used to uninstall Nasty File Remover
with no problems. WHAT'S NEW Added a new option. OTHER FEATURES ● Remove files
older than the selected date. ● Removes a single file or a single folder. ● Removes file
extensions and the '.' and '..' (parent and sibling) files. ● Removes files from the Windows
"My Computer", "Desktop", and "Music" folders. ● You can add or remove from the default
list of included folders. • Remove files with the extension '.exe' and '.bat'. • Will not remove
the files: '.ini', '.htm', '.html', '.php', '.asp', '.htm', '.html', '.shtml', '.js', '.jpg', '.tif', '.jpeg',
'.png', '.gif', '.avi', '.mov', '.mpg', '.mp3', '.ogg', '.aac', '.ram', '.wmv', '.mid', '.midi', '.wav',
'.tif', '.tiff', '.wma', '.mp4', '.mp3', '.m4a', '.3gp', '.3gpp', '.3gp2', '.3g2', '.mp4', '.3gp', '.3gpp',
'.3gp2', '.m4a', '.wma', '.wav', '.m4a', '.mp4', '.mp3', '.m4a', '.aac', '.m4p', '.wma', '.wma',
'.wma', '.mp3', '.m4a', '.m4p', '.m4b', '.aac', '.m4a', '.m4p', '.aac', '.m4b', '.aac', '.m4a', '.aac',
'.m4p', '.aac', '.m4b', '.aac', '.m4a', '.aac', '.m4p', '.aac', '.m4b', '.aac', '.aac', '.aac', '.aac',
'.aac', '.aac', '.a



System Requirements:

Mac OSX 10.6.4 or later. Macbook Pro, MacBook Air, Mac Mini. 2G, 4G, 8G RAM for better
experience. For better experience, we suggest Macbook Pro, MacBook Air, Mac Mini.
Memory Requirements: 4GB RAM recommended. We have tested the game on Macbook Pro
with 8GB of RAM, the game runs very smoothly on this computer. Macbook Pro with 8GB of
RAM, the game runs very smoothly on
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